
Linbrook School
CMGRA Survey Results

Survey
CMGRA delivered individually addressed letters to 150 homes in the area immediately
around the Linbrook site. The letter outlined the Town staff’s recommended option of
parkland plus 6 residential lots, as well as the interest by a third party to operate a private
boys’ school on the site. Specifically, these letters went to addresses on the following
streets:
Linbrook Road (all)
David Ave. (all)
Chamberlain (Linbrook to Melvin)
Copleand Court (all)
Morrison Rd (at Linbrook)
Chartwell Rd (Ashdale to Melvin)
Melvin Ave (Chartwell to Chamberlain)
Morrison Heights Dr (north/south section)
Balmoral Dr. (all)

In addition, an email was sent to all CMGRA subscribers asking for opinions.
At the same time, the “Linbrook Boys School” proponents were also canvassing the
immediate neighbourhood, and their material asked residents to contact CMGRA as well as
the Town.

CMGRA has received well over 100 responses, half of which are from the immediate
neighbourhood.

The following summarizes the responses as to whether they were in favour of another school
on the site, or whether the residential development was preferred:

Location of respondent Boys School Residential Other Total

Immediate neighbours 20 35 1 56

Other CMGRA 24 25 1 50

Other (non-CMGRA) 3 0 1 4

Total Responses 47 60 3 110

A summary of all the comments is available on our website at www.cmgra.org

The results indicate a substantial split in the community between those supporting the new
school, and those favouring the residential option.  In the immediate neighbourhood 36% of
respondents prefer the school option vs. 63% for the residential option.  In the balance of
CMGRA the split is virtually even.
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A new school brings increased traffic concerns, but also preserves the heritage of the site.
When this option was considered as part of the South Central Public Lands Study, there was
no firm proposal to consider – the public only had the theoretical possibility of another
community use on the site. Now there is a tangible option. Given the surprising level of
support from the immediate community to the Linbrook Boys School concept, the Town will
take a closer look at this possibility.

It is expected that there will be further discussion on this at Town Council within the next
several weeks.

CMGRA will continue to be involved in any discussions on the future of the Linbrook site,
so if you have further comments on this issue, please let us know at info@cmgra.org, and
feel free to contact our Town Councilors, Dave Gittings dgittings@oakville.ca and Keith
Bird kbird@oakville.ca

Dani Morawetz
President, CMGRA



Linbrook School Site – Comments in Opposition to Independent School (as of April 8, 2013)

Good Morning Dani,
We received the letter regarding the proposal put to the town for a boys' school on the Linbrook site.
We oppose this idea for various reasons, traffic being one of them. It's already a challenge with the St.
Mildred's parents who routinely sit in a line on Linbrook Rd blocking the traffic with little regard for
the fact that the school is in a residential area.
More importantly, having taught in independent schools for many years, I find it hard to believe that a
school with an enrolment of 180 students would be financially viable over the long term. A school is
usually only financially stable with an enrolment of at least double that number. I foresee expansion
that is not being put on the table for consideration now and once they're in, they're in. Not a good idea
for a small residential area.
What can we do to make our feelings known to the town?
Thanks for your help.

I do not think that a boy’s school should be built on the Linbrook school property and I do think that
the school should be kept and maintained under heritage rules. The Parkland setting described
sounds good and I do think that the construction of houses should be scrutinized so that we do not
end up with more concrete mausoleums which is what houses look like that are being built presently
in the area.

Dani, of the two options presented for the Linbrook site, I favour the residential plan. Avoidance of
the potential for significantly increased vehicle traffic in the neighbourhood is the reason.
History: About twelve (or so) years ago, at the time that the SMLS facilities modernization and
expansion was about to begin, a deal was hammered out between the Town, SMLS and the
neighbourhood. SMLS agreed to cap its enrolment at 625, and the Town and the neighbours were
on-side. One of the main drivers of the agreement was to cap the vehicle traffic burden on the
neighbourhood.
Traffic: At the time of the agreement between the Town and SMLS, Linbrook was a functioning
school, and so it had its own school-related traffic. But being a public school, it had more local foot
traffic than vehicle traffic. The fact that the site may be reinstated as a working school does not in
itself represent a possible source of increased vehicle traffic compared to the traffic generated in its
former state. But an independent school will generate significantly more vehicle traffic than a school
drawing a greater proportion of local foot traffic. The change in the traffic mix is the key.
Illustration: Assume that a new independent boys school will have a mix of vehicle traffic / bus
transport / foot traffic that resembles the mix at SMLS - as opposed to the greater proportion of foot
traffic of the former Linbrook School. SMLS draws traffic relating to ~580 students (with potential
for 625). Adding the same type of traffic mix relating to ~180 more students means adding up to a
one-third-more vehicle traffic increment into this neighbourhood.
Surely this contravenes the intent and spirit of the agreement struck between the Town, SMLS and
the neighbourhood a dozen years ago.
Add to this the prospect of more vehicle traffic coming through this neighbourhood as a result of the
new retail plaza being built on Cornwall, and the whole matter appears to be very straightforward
when viewed through the lens of vehicle traffic burden.
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'Nuff said. Thanks for the opportunity to have input.

Having 2 schools across the road from each other never made sense.
The traffic congestion at the beginning and end of the school day made Linbrook
Road impassable - turning it into a private driveway for those schools
(particularly St Mildred's where it seemed as though most of the school population
was driven to school).  It was frustrating trying to get my children to school on
time or to their after school activities, knowing that I couldn't drive down
Linbrook to get there.
I can't imagine how the town buses managed to move through the blockade of cars on
this important road.
I would not want to see another school open at the Linbrook site.

Another school should not permitted on the Linbrook site. The traffic from St.
Mildred's is horrendous and another private school would add to that as many if
not most students would be either driven or bused.

The LAST thing this neighbourhood needs is another private school. St. Mildreds has already done
enough damage. The traffic alone has been a major disruptive force. I have lived in the Linbrook
neighbourhood for 45 years and see no reason why it should be further compromised to benefit
outside interests. It should be vehemently opposed. The residential option preferred by the majority
of people who live in the area would appear to be the best and least intrusive option.
While I had responded to your previous call for input, I have some further thoughts as a result of
information received from the Linbrook Boys School advocate.
While on the surface they appear to make some convincing points, my concerns remain.
1. While they may suggest they are not affiliated with St. Mildreds, their stated intent to operate in
conjunction with them leads me to believe there is, indeed, a connection.
2. The damage that St. Mildred's has done to this neighbourhood despite prior assurances is a fact
and has set a poor example for the insertion of private schools into established residential
neighbourhoods.
3. The claim of a maximum number of students was also promised by St. Mildreds and then broken
once they were ensconced.
4. The suggestion that their 180 students will result in less vehicular traffic than than the old
Linbrook School with its 400 students fails to recognize that Linbrook was a neighbourhood school
and most of its students came on foot. An extremely small percentage of St. Mildreds students walk.
My neighbour's girls attend and they are driven both ways daily from a distance of two blocks. There
is no reason to believe the parents of students at the proposed school would behave any differently
and the generated traffic is already a major problem.
These, of course, are neighbourhood issues, but there are also issues which could affect the
community at large which I will expand upon at the appropriate time if necessary.

Was any thought given to low-rise residential condos for seniors? Linbrook school area is opposite a
private school and is on a bus route. This site could be a great option for low-rise seniors' housing.
Many schools have "senior" mentor programs - possibly a day care could also be part of the site.



Personally, I think that the Linbrook site could be better used than for six oversized R1 lots or another
private school.

Definite NO to another private school.

Hello,
our family is against the idea of putting another school on the Linbrook lot, as
this will bring increased traffic again. We find the suggestion to allow for six
building lots and keep the woodlot/playground option is an acceptable one.
Thanks for doing all the work to make our interests heard!

Good day.
A small school is a silly idea! Especially when all the schools have been closed and MacLachlan is
around the corner. If the 6 x lots are a substantial size then we go with that. We are against high
density housing.

xxx and xxx vote for residential lots on the Linbrook site.
Thank you for your work.

Our input is that while we don't see a private boy's school as a viable option (over what already exists in
Oakville) , our main concern is that the tax-payers get full and maximum value for the land, and no special
deals are cut to subsidize any schemes, whatever they are.

The adverse effect on traffic should a new private school be built there is so obvious as to need no
comment.How could the Town possibly even consider a proposal of that nature.That aside it is hard to imagine
that the economics of a private school could be a favourable alternative for the Town.

Oh no --- not another school!!!
I thought we were clear about not wanting another school in the area
because of traffic concerns and with the expectation that they will want to
expand in the future (like St. Mildreds) and gobble up additional residential
properties. Why is the Mayor even considering this proposal? I don't care
how much more money the town makes - the residents don't want another
school or an extension of St.Mildred on the Linbrook property!
The six lot residential proposal is fine.

Once again, our thanks for all the good work you do in our neighbourhood.
Want to let you know we are unable to open the website link for the detailed plan of the proposed
subdivision on the Linbrook School property. In spite of that, our concern is that this quiet residential
neighbourhood has already been impacted by the expansion of St. Mildred’s over the past several years and



the resulting increase in traffic is definitely a problem at certain times of the day. We cannot imagine a larger
private school on the opposite side of the road. Linbrook Public school was populated by local children who
more often than not walked to school. Not so for a private school where students come from wide-ranging
geographic areas. Please add our voices to that of the Association as being concerned/opposed to this
development.

We are in favour of the Town’s proposal and against the school. It would be too much traffic.

I'm in favor of 7 residential lots.
The last thing we need is another school across from St Mildred's. Linwood street is blocked
every school day from 8.00 am to 9.00 and from 3.00 pm to 4.00 with SUVs lined up both
ways on the one lane roadway with as many as 10 vehicles waiting to get into and out of
the parking lots to pick up their darlings. I have seen the line ups as far back as down along
Chartwell. Buses cannot get through and I don't know how police and fire engines would
manage if they had to.
St Mildred's continuously expanded its facilities and bought land on the west of the school to
satisfy its expansion and then later bought the 2 houses on the east side ostensibly to build
parking space. In short order, much to the surprise of the neighborhood, the most of the
new east parking lot was soon used for a new building. If St Mildred's wanted to create a
huge institution, they should have been made to move to new larger and more appropriate
site rather than being crowded out in the middle of a residential area.
Another school across from St Mildred's is lunacy. What the hell do we pay town planners
for?

Thanks for providing all of the information through this 'land use' process. I
must admit that I am of two minds, at least initially, when thinking about the
option of having a private school at Linbrook. However, when I think about it more
thoroughly, it certainly does appear to be a back-door way for St Mildred's to
remain viable over the long-term.
The question then becomes, is Linbrook Road the right location, long-term, for one
or two schools? The answer has to be 'no'. The current planning regulations would
not allow a school, public or private of any size, to be built on a road with the
small Right of Way that exists on Linbrook. The traffic issues will never go away;
the school will only continue to convert more houses to school use to remain
competitive in the marketplace; and the neighbourhood will only suffer.
While I am emotionally attached to the school building, and would love to see it
filled with children once again, I must accept that those days are over. Moving
forward, we must make the best decision for the area over the long term. So no, I
don't support a private school option for the Linbrook site. If the proponent of
the school is really confident that he/she can provide a quality education for 180
boys, the Chisholm site is a handicapped accessible, air-conditioned, more modern
facility than Linbrook and they should use that building.
Thanks again for the work your group has done on behalf of our community.

Prefer the residential properties (6), preservation of the school but find a use
for it and keep the wood lot. Traffic will not allow another school.
Thanks for your information



I very much like the Town's proposal to put several large residential homes on
the Linbrook School site.

We live just around the corner from the site (at XXXX Morrison Heights
Drive) and the addition of an additional school would seriously add to the
present high traffic on Linbrook before and after school hours. Having had
three daughters at St. Mildreds we are very supportive of it but do not want
to see it enlarged.

Thank you for your update on the LInbrook site. we have lived on Chamberlain Lane
for 17 years and only now have we had a normal neighbourhood experience. The
traffic issues at times was unjustified in a residential area.
We believe that the site should be sold and support the Town's recommendation of
creating 6 residential lots. This school proposal is a "wish" only at this time. If they
can come up with the financial backing quickly, would pay the respective property
taxes, then maybe there is an opportunity to negotiate. However, the proper location
for these schools, including St. Mildred's, is either on Cornwall or Ford Drive, if
Southeast Oakville is the "ideal" locale.

Phone call from Linbrook resident– absolutely no to another school.

Thank you for the letter about the Linbrook School site proposal. As a Linbrook Rd
resident our preference is definitely to develop the site as 6 residential lots vs
using the lot for a boys private school. There is already substantial traffic on
Linbrook Rd at drop off and pick up times and we certainly don't need any more
cars clogging the street. My daughter, who attends New Central Public School, was
hit by a car that was turning into the St. Mildred's parking lot while biking to
school one morning last year and she suffered multiple scrapes and missed two days
of school because of the trauma of the accident. She now uses the sidewalk on the
other side of the road. If there was a school entrance on that side of the street
as well she would no longer be able to bike to school. I strongly oppose another
school going in at that site for the safety of my three children and all the other
children who are traveling to school along that route in the morning.
Thanks for your work to protect the interests of the local residents.

Phone call from XXXXXXXX Linbrook– no to another school…very concerned….traffic is
awful now, and could only get worse.

Hi; Got your note re the application for a new boys school at the old Linbrook School site. Our preference
would be for the Town’s recommendation of residential lots and the configuration looks fine. Enough extra
traffic in the neighbourhood-in fact someone should speak to St. Mildreds about reducing number of vehicles
that drop off and pick up one child every day to the school-got to be a better way!
What are they proposing to do with the old school-is it to be used as a community center?
Please keep us posted on developments.



The XXXXXXX family would 100 % prefer that the site be used for residential lots.
We live at XXXX Morrison Hts. Dr. and and although they good neighbours, we are
impacted by the traffic from St.Mildred's School.
Residential lots would be a much better fit for our neighbourhood.

My thoughts.
Simply, No! I understand the town needs to fund the new pool /indoor community hall on the
old hospital site. Strongly, suggesting the town comes up with another financial plan.
1. Public land that we were told was going to be kept for the public.
A patch of forest is not acceptable trade off for this promise.
2. Public land & building, can be used as a community rec. centre for our area. A
suggestion for this has been floating around for a while.
You might be wondering who would use this park space.
Ball hockey crowd: old guys (some young ones too) that play in SMLS's parking lot on
Sunday would have a park pad to play on if the park's pavement for the b-ball court was
level & had no cracks.
A place to store their net and washrooms would be nice bonus. They have been playing here
for over ten years.
Families: Linbrook school has been used by our family to shoot a few hoops, tree tag,
and to practise soccer. I have never understood why outdoor basketball courts and nets are
so neglected in Canada. (Again, the hoops at the back of SMLS win for bball crowd)
Older Kids: Again, SMLS's parking (west of school) lot wins for this group in the evenings.
Put in a few ramps for bikes and skate boards.
3. Last thing this street needs is another traffic jam due to private school morning and
afternoon drop offs and pick ups.

Our family opposes the use of the Linbrook School Site as a new independent school
for boys.  As anyone can observe, traffic along Linbrook Road in the morning
between 8am and 8:20 is very congested which is not as much of concern as the line
ups of traffic along Linbrook between 3pm and 5pm depending on the activities
going on at SMLS each day.  As a neighbourhood resident we are during that time
frame blocked behind lines of traffic parked on Linbrook in both directions and
either forced to choose an alternate route or to make risky moves passing many
cars up the centre of the road to get through.  An additional school would only
make this situation worse.  Although there was a school on the site previously,
many of the students were local and walked to the school or were bused to the
location.  An additional independent school would not have such a demographic and
the number of cars on Linbrook would be increased significantly.
On a more personal note, we live along Morrison Heights and our street is
frequently used by cars coming to and from SMLS to avoid Linbrook.  Our “curvy”
street with no sidewalks was not meant to handle this volume of traffic.  I can
only imagine that the inclusion of another school on Linbrook would only make this
situation worse and more dangerous of the children walking on the roads to school.

As mentioned in our discussion, I believe a new school on the Linbrook site would cause serious
further difficulties to the traffic problems we have been experiencing for years.



The problem has eased somewhat since Linbrook has closed, but there are still major difficulties with
cars lined up on the road waiting to drop off or pick up students.
Accordingly I would like to register a strong vote against the proposal for a new school.
Thanks again for taking on this issue

I am the owner of XXXX Linbrook a newly built resident at that site. I completely disagree with the notion of
putting a school for boys at the Linbrook site in such close proximity to St. Mildred's. Not only will the traffic be
a nightmare it will be dangerous for both students and motorists when the boys and the girls hang out together
on the street. Its only natural for the upper grades to socialize with the opposite sex and the creation of an
environment for such street socialization before school, during breaks, after school and in periods when often
the upper grades have a free period will be a very undesirable and potentially hazardous situation all around.

Thanks for producing and sending out the flyer on future use of the Linbrook
school site.
Having lived in this house for 43 years, we have seen growth and many changes
in Oakville. Many things have been good, but too-rapid growth is not one of them.
The expansion of St Mildred's was a big issue in this area and there was great
concern they would try to go way beyond the 600-student limit. To give them
credit, they seem to have adhered to that limit and that has made the school
presence bearable. HOWEVER, ANOTHER SCHOOL WOULD BE TOO MUCH.
When our children went to Linbrook, St Mildred's was about half the size it is now
so the total student traffic load is now the same with Linbrook shut down.
We have examined and considered the Town staff plan. We like keeping the
woodlot and the heritage part of the old school (which all our children attended). If
the price is 5 more monster houses, then so be it. It's not much different from all
the in-filling going on around here now anyway.
We are grateful for all the work you are doing on behalf on the ratepayers and you
have our 100% support. Keep up the good work.

I would prefer not to have more traffic in the neighbourhood. I live on Morrison Heights Drive and it is already
ridiculous trying to leave my street in the mornings and afternoons, never mind late moms racing down our street that
doesn’t have sidewalks or curbs to protect the kids who walk.
Oakville already has 35 private schools. Do we really need another one?

I would support the Town staff recommendation and strongly oppose another
independent school for an already very heavily trafficked area around St Mildred's
school. The proposed layout for 6 R1 properties looks reasonable and would be
consistent with neighbouring properties.

I honestly have no idea how we would be better served. However since a beautiful old school rich in
history has already been closed, creating a new one in the same place makes no sense. I would
rather see a facility for skating/swimming in that space. Although I am too long in the tooth for that
now, I know there are a lot of new young families in the area.



100% No to a new school in that space.
Thank you for all your group does to keep the neighborhood informed.

We prefer the option of 6 new residences and the public park to redeveloping the
old school building as a private boys school, mainly because of traffic issues.

xxx and I would prefer housing. There us already too much traffic with just the one school there.
Thanks for your hard work gathering our opinions and speaking on our behalf.

Per your second request. After looking at the options in the Town of Oakville proposal I would think that
developing the 7 lots per Option C is best. Why?

1) I am not at all convinced that an all boys private school is economically feasible. Oakville already has
two big private schools and schools of this type are constantly in financial difficulty. Can the Town
support another? I would like to see the proposal and have a look at the economics.

2) The sale of 7 lots will generate at least $7.0 m in sales and the ongoing taxes on 7 residences at not
less than $140,000 per year. What is the tax base of a private school?

3) I like the configuration and the retention of the woodlot. Not sure why it isn’t being made more
accessible as a park for young children?

4) Retaining the school means more traffic in an area that is already a real mess at school start and
closing times. Driving through the area is a massive gridlock at those times. I don’t believe that St.
Mildred’s should have been permitted to expand as much as it has as it has caused this congestion.

You are doing a great job representing the issues….my input re Linbrook is to support the residential option
with woodlot.

We as residents of south east Oakville fully support the Town of Oakville land use
option for residential dwellings.

On the surface I think 6 large residential lots would be our preference.
Hope this helps,

We would prefer to have a residential homes, but make sure to keep the woodlot as public park.

We are opposed to the idea of another school on Linbrook, for 2 reasons:1. There already is a traffic problem, and has been for years, which did not prevent increasedinrolment at St. Mildred’s2. We do not trust enrolment figures given. That is just a start. Agreements mean nothing, when thetime comes that they (whoever they might be) might want to increase the numbers
i live on chamberlain lane.  linbrook is a traffic nightmare.  another school
there would be a monumental catastrophe.  saint mildred's and parents doing drop
off seem to have no sense whatsoever - everyone wants to turn in.  with the
crossing guard there, people could easily drop off at the old linbrook site and
have kids cross street, but u never see that happen.



got a description of proposal for boys school today in my mailbox.  lots of ideas
about how to minimize traffic, none of which i would expect to be useful.  i say
NO to another school there.
i love the idea of a park/playground on david.  would definitely go there all the
time if that was the case.

I prefer this recommendation:
After extensive public consultation, the Town staff is recommending 6
large residential lots for much of the Linbrook site, one with a heritage
designation on the old school building, and retention of the existing
woodlot as public parkland.
I do not like the idea of another school

I support residential development and the proposed lot layout for the Linbrook
site.

I prefer the Town's recommendation.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the subject matter. Given that the property is not in our

immediate residential area, I do not have strong feelings but see the suggested Preferred Land
Use Option - Linbrook as being a valid direction. The lot sizes are plenty
large, traffic is keep to a minimum and green space with tree canopy is
preserved.

I am the XXX Chartwell Road, Oakville, On, residential, just one block from Linbrook road.
I recently received a letter about the opinion of the future use of the Linbrook School.
I am OK with developing it into 6 residential houses, and strongly against to the plan of developing
it into a private school of any sort. The reason why it is already very jam in front of school during the
school hours, because of the girl private school in front of it.
There is another private daycare on Chartwell Road, just in front of my house. I sometimes have to
wait 3 minutes for the traffic on Chartwell Road to be clear before I could drive my car out of my
driveway into Chartwell.
As you have known that the a stripe mall is building on Cornwell and Chartwell Road, I could foresee
the traffic on Chartwell will increase 10 times or more constantly, it will be more and more difficult
for the residential on Chartwell to drive their cars out of their driveway to Chartwell Road.
We don't need any school on Linbrook Road.

I think we we go for the Town”s Suggestion.
We would like to know what acreage would be available for Parkland before committing We presume that the
School would be almost the same in size as now



Good evening. My family and I are residents of Melvin Ave. Thank you for the flyer
in our mailbox this weekend regarding the proposal for the linbrook lands. We are
in favour of a residential community on these lands, or another proposal that
would not significantly increase the traffic on Melvin Ave. There are no side
walks on the street and we are already struggling with traffic volume and speed.
My young children walk down the street each morning to their bus stop on the
corner of Melvin and Chartwell. The traffic is already far too heavy for this
road. Parents who drop off their children at St Mildred's school are unable to
turn left onto Linbrook and are forced to turn right. Instead of continuing along
Linbrook to Morrison, far too many families turn left on Chamberlain and left on
Melvin to head back towards Chartwell. I have had several conversations with the
school headmistress at St Mildred's about this traffic and I know she has done her
best to speak to the parent community about their driving route. Another private
school (i.e., a non community school) in the area would Exacerbate the traffic
issues.
I would be pleased to sign a petition or write a letter to this effect.

Phone call from Copeland resident:
Prefers residential option due to traffic concerns.  Feels that replacing the
former public school with a private one is a sore reminder of what the community
has lost.

After some consideration we feel that housing on the Llinbrook School land is
preferable to another private school in Oakville. There are already quite a number
of private schools in this area.

Do you prefer the Town’s recommendation of residential lots? Betwn a private school for
boys and 6 new residences, I would choose the 6 residences, however, I would choose a
community centre over 6 new residences.

Do you think the configuration is appropriate? No. In my opinion, the only people who will
benefit will be those in the immediate area. i.e. the residences on the same street / Linbrook
as well as the town due to the 6 new property taxes they will receive annually. The area of
SE Oakville will not benefit. A small, boutique community centre should be considered for
that area, helping to raise the property value of all homes in SE Oakville versus a select few.

Do you think the neighbourhood would be well served by another independent school on the
Linbrook site? Possibly, it may help with the prestige of the area, thus helping overall value of
homes but again, only a very select few from the private school. i.e. the very wealthy and those that do
not necessarily live in the area similar to St. Mildred’s whereby the school attracts the wealthy from
those living outside of Oakville (in addition to those in Oakville).

Sorry I have been out of Canada for several months with family issues, holiday, etc. I am just trying to catch up
on my emails and I would like to offer my opinion on the development on Linbrook. Having coped with the
traffic problem on Linbrook when my daughter attended St. Mildred’s before the renovations and new traffic
system, I personally think the last thing we need is another school. I would go for option C. It puts money in to
the town purse which gives us a break hopefully. Also, it makes an attractive area for residents to walk the
dog, picnic, or just enjoy plus keeping the tree canopy which we so desperately need.



I strongly believe that the Town's idea of proposing 6 large residential lots is a great step forward in re-
purposing the old Linbrook school.
Developing new large residential lots, will completely be in alignment with the current look and feel of the
neighborhood.
I also agree with the Town's concern that there will be traffic and sundry issues with another school coming up
across from an already existing (and expanding) school in the neighborhood.

I live at xxxx Balmoral Place. I have been a resident in the area for 12 years.
I am responding to the proposed development of the Linbrook School site.
In my view, the optimum use for the entire site is a public park. The one story school house, which I
understand is designated as a historical building, can be refurbished and used as a community centre,
playhouse, exhibition space, concert hall, and/or town museum. Various classes could be run out of the old
school house, including yoga and art classes (by way of examples only). The Town could ask the community to
define the uses for the school house and for volunteers to run the various programs offered. Funding would
be provided by the Town and the local community through fundraisers and user fees. Southeast Oakville has
few parks and lacks facilities that are open and available to the community. Planning should not be driven
solely by financial considerations. The revenue the site would generate for the Town by way of a quick sale to
a developer should not be the sole or overriding factor when it comes to deciding the future of the site.
Future generations will benefit most from a park and a historic, community building. I firmly believe that we
have a responsibility towards future generations.
I am opposed to the Linbrook School site becoming an independent boys’ school. Oakville has enough private
schools offering parents a variety of choices (many private schools excel at boys’ education). The larger
community will not benefit from a boys’ private school, but only a select few.
I was also intimately involved with the redevelopment of the St. Mildred’s School site in the last decade. A
cap on enrollment was enshrined in a Town bylaw in order to address the neighbours’ concern that St.
Mildred’s would continue to grow (despite promises to the contrary) and worsen traffic congestion and the
general activity/noise/disruption that any school generates (one school in the immediate area is more than
enough). The cap on enrollment was agreed to by the Town, St. Mildred’s, and the neighbours knowing that
Linbrook School would eventually close (it was just a matter of when). In other words, the closing of Linbrook
School was factored into the St. Mildred’s enrollment cap (allowing a boys’ private school renders the bylaw
and enrollment cap meaningless). Linbrook Road is already busy and a bus route. Increasing traffic would
negatively impact the neighbourhood and make it difficult for the neighbours to enter and exit onto Linbrook
Road and the surrounding side streets throughout the day and much of the year (St. Mildred’s rents out its
soccer fields throughout the summer months). Despite promises from a new school to do its best to mitigate
traffic congestion and the dropping off and picking up of students, traffic congestion (including school buses)
would invariably worsen. I fully expect that in the fullness of time, a successful boys’ school would want to
increase enrollment (St. Mildred’s itself has grown exponentially over the years).
If the Town is not prepared to designate the entire Linbrook School site as a public park with a historic,
community building, I would reluctantly support the Town staff’s recommendation of large residential lots.
However, any public park encompassing the woodlot at the back of the site should be generous. A reduction
in lot size or fewer lots should therefore be considered. Further, the old school building should be set aside
and not sold to a developer. The old school building could then be refurbished and made available to the
community as set out above (funds from the net sale proceeds could be used to refurbish the building and to
subsidize future operating costs). The old school building should not be moved from the site, but left where it
is to provide historical context in an appropriate backdrop.
If the Town approves a boys’ school for the Linbrook School site, a cap on enrollment should be enshrined in a
bylaw (i.e. treated in a like manner to St. Mildred’s). Only a single story building should be approved in
keeping with the neighbourhood (i.e. the size and style of the building should therefore be negotiated
beforehand). Community access to the property should be guaranteed by the school. Low level outdoor lights
should also be mandated (St. Mildred’s is a good example when it comes to site development). A four-way



stop sign should be installed at the corner of Morrison Heights and Linbrook Road to facilitate traffic flow and
entry/exit to surrounding side streets.
Thank you for taking the time to read and consider my submission.

Phone call from Chartwell resident
Long time area residents – not in favour of a school, as it is not going to be a local public walk-to school;
prefer residential option.

Sorry for the late reply with regards to the Linbrook School property. xxx and I live just west of the property and
have had several discusses on how we would like to area used. At the end of the day we feel the property is
best suited for residential use.

Phone call from XXXXX a St Mildred’s parent– definitely against a boys school on the Linbrook site.

We are writing to express our concerns on the development of the Linbrook school site. My wife,
three children and I live on Linbrook Rd. Our preference is to leave the Linbrook property as a
heritage site and keep the conservation features with woodlands and playground intact. We understand
that the Town has considered the building of six new homes on the site. We also understand that there
is a proposal to build a new school on site.  We prefer the building of the homes versus the school and
have explained our rationale below.
The proposal to build six homes is only acceptable provided the developer does not interfere with
surrounding home owner uses and their peace of mind. Proper planning will be required to mitigate
any impact to surrounding home owners from the construction phases of the new homes. For example,
location of entrances and street lights will need to be carefully considered to ensure surrounding home
owners are not negatively impacted. Hours of construction will need to be restricted and adequate dust
control and noise mitigation measures will need to be implemented.
We are against the building of the proposed school for the following reasons:
1. The additional volume of traffic that will result. Already with St. Mildreds, the traffic is high and
causes residents on Linbrook great difficulty leaving their homes in the morning. At times we have
had to wait for five minutes to get out of the driveway. After dropping their kids, parents appears to be
in a hurry, driving fast and recklessly as they try to get to work. They do not seem to care about the
neighbours and won’t allow us in the path of traffic. We know of several incidences of accidents with
cars and even kids being injured while walking due to the heightened and uncontrolled traffic
conditions.  To add a second school will only exacerbate the situation.
2. The argument that the new school will only replace a fraction of the student population that existed
prior at Linbrook is irrational. St. Mildreds increased their population during their expansion to off-set
the Linbrook decline. Also, what is to assure us that the new school population will not increase in the
future?
3. To suggest that the traffic inconvenience only lasts 15 minutes twice a day is untrue. The
heightened traffic conditions last longer than 15 minutes. The new school suggests off-set timing with
St. Mildreds to address the traffic congestion in the area. Firstly, this is an indication that such
congestion will occur. More importantly this will extend the congestion period to at least 30 minutes
twice a day.  Throughout the day and especially around lunch time there is always activity occurring
in and out of the school. This will only increase with the new school resulting in increased traffic.
4. The owners of the new school have suggested that there will be additional community activities,
workshops and group meetings that would occur on weekends. This is absolutely unacceptable. It is



hard enough dealing with traffic during the week than to have our lives destroyed during the
weekends also with increased traffic and noisy conditions.
5. We are concerned about the impact to the air shed in the area as a result of an increased amount of
cars idling and stopping at Morrison and Chartwell Rds. Have there been any environmental impact
studies conducted to demonstrate effects of this increase in air pollutants on residents living on
Linbrook Rd.? Please provide these.
6. It has been suggested that the number of cars will not increase as the school will mainly cater to
sibling brothers of girls at St. Mildreds. This is a misguided and general statement that may not be
representative of actual conditions. Are there any objective and empirical studies conducted to prove
this? Have current parents of girls at St. Mildreds been surveyed that they in fact will use this school
for their boys? We are requesting the school to kindly provide this actual information prior to making
such statements and any decisions.
7. We are unclear as to the concept of an independent non-profit school. Please provide the following
information; is it a private school? Are fees to be paid? What is the distribution of fees towards
operations and maintenance costs? What is done with the profit? Who determines salaries and benefits
of the operators? How is this different from a private or public school? Does it have governance under
the Halton District School Board?
8. With building six new homes there will be an increase in tax revenues for the Town of at least
$100,000 per annum, or $3 million over a 30 years life cycle. It is unclear what tax contribution the
school will make. Additionally there will be a cost burden to the town of increased road repairs and
maintenance due to the heavy traffic concentrated in the area. Please provide these estimated
revenues and costs.
9. Currently there does not appear to be a need for more schools within the existing population base in
east Oakville.  Schools are more than capable of accommodating students in this age category. Please
show us the calculations of current Halton schools ratios of teachers to students as well as square
footage per student calculations, to demonstrate a need for such a school.
Our three children all went to Linbrook school and we are strong proponents of the educational
system in Halton. Under appropriate conditions, schools offer an environment to enhance our
educational knowledge and experience that we enjoy in Canada. However, the re-institution of this
school following the St. Mildreds expansion and increased traffic conditions that will result, including
from new surrounding land uses along Cornwall Rd., has created a dangerous and uncomfortable
situation for the residents of Linbrook Rd.
We have enjoyed living on our property for the past 20 years, pay reasonably high taxes and would
like to continue enjoying the peace of our surroundings safely. We love Oakville, and appreciate the
efforts of our Mayor, Councillors Bird and Gittings and our council in making Oakville a vibrant and
growing community. We trust you will consider our viewpoints in your deliberation and do what is
best for this community.  All of which is respectfully submitted to you and council.

I would be in favor of the residential proposal submitted by town staff, rather than the reopening of
the Linbrook School. The site plan proposed does not show access to the woodland space as it has
now, which would be nice to maintain.
The traffic issues that were present when the school was open do not need to be re hashed. As a
resident on the adjoining street the residential proposal seems like a much better option.



Linbrook School Site – Comments in Favour of Independent School (as of April 8, 2013)

We support the sale or lease of the Linbrook School Property, with or without development of two new
residential properties on David Ave. We would like to highlight the crucial points, as we understand
them.
Support for the proposal for the independent school is the only way, at this point, to save Linbrook
School and the surrounding grounds as it now stands.  If Town’s recommended plan goes through
most of the school, or all of it, is gone – forever!

1. The Heritage designation on the school only applies to the original one room school house, the
East wind which houses the library and office.  The east wing (the gym) is not designated and
the Town plan as it stands, and it is in the final stages for decision at the upcoming Planning
Council meeting on April 8, will allow for its demolition, with the lot zoned for residential use
and a new home built there.

2. The Heritage designation on the original school building only applies to the frame.  It too will be
zoned for residential use and will be converted to a home, losing the heritage and history and
the community’s access to it, inside of the building forever.

3. The Heritage designation also allows for the school building to be moved, leaving the property
as a building site for residential use.

Supporting the proposal for the independent school is a better option and is good for the community
ongoing.  What we know is:

1. Schools are good for communities; they attract families.
2. The recreational use of the property for kid’s soccer, walking dogs etc. would continue. The

school indicated this in their presentation to Council and in discussions following.
3. Schools provide resources for communities; the independent school would be an educational

resource for residents and the larger education community.

Supporting the proposal for the independent school is quite separate to how you feel about St
Mildred’s Lightbourn School.

1. SMLS is not going away.  As residents we work with the school and the school works with us to
manage traffic and activities. This relationship has improved considerably over the years.

2. Traffic will continue to be an issue, one way or the other, at specific peak times, and I remind
you the rush hour is really only 15 minutes twice a day.

3. Linbrook Public School had almost twice a population as what the new independent school‘s
will be, capped at 180 students. Also many of these boys will be brothers of girl students at
SMLS; the impact on new traffic will be minimal.

Supporting the recommendation of the Town for the redevelopment of this site for residential
properties means:

1. The end of Linbrook School as we know it and potentially in its entirety if it is moved!
2. The loss of the green space in our neighbourhood currently enjoyed by hundreds of residents

and their children.
3. Terrible traffic problems with heavy construction machinery moving up and down our streets

for years, as they develop the newly proposed properties and roads.

We would like to register our strong support for the independent boys school proposal. In our view, the
note by Miranda Huska summarizes the benefits very well.

mshaw@sympatico.ca
Highlight



We ask Council to carefully consider this proposal and objectively evaluate the benefits it would
provide.
Naturally, Council will need to be satisfied as to the financial viability of this proposal, and we cannot
comment on this.
As for the traffic concerns, we have lived on Copeland Court for 37 years, right in the middle of the
traffic congestion that only occurs twice a day for a brief period of time (approximately 20-30 minutes).
Over the years, we have managed just fine, without any major inconvenience. We are sure the two
schools will take appropriate steps to minimize this congestion.

My name is XXX and I live on Copeland Court - backing directly onto the woodlot of
Linbrook P.S.
I received an email xxxx tonight about the possible use of the property.
I had gone to the open house and written comments about this matter.
At the time, I thought the only option left to us was to have the lot divided and
some number of homes built. (TBD) xxx has forwarded the latest development that a
boys school has expressed interest in the property.
I imagine more information would be required before matters proceed, but I am open
to the possibility of the property - or the majority of the property- remaining as a
school.
I understand the number of students would be somewhat less than the current
enrolment of St. Mildred's.
Information required to make a firm decision would include what grades would be
taught.  Also, the time the school begins and ends would have to be negotiated with
St. Mildreds.
We need to get my daughter to OT every morning and if we don't leave by 8:00, it is
a nightmare on Linbrook Road, so that would have to be considered.
Also, we would need to be given an idea of whether they were going to tear down the
existing building or renovate to suite their purpose and if other buildings would be
constructed on the site.
With all that in mind, my husband and I would not be opposed to further discussion
about the site remaining a school.
Just wanted to give you some feedback as this matter is brought forward.

We are use to backing onto a school and had always thought it would be great if the site could remain
some type of school. I would imagine that people didn't choose the original proposal to allow a school
because it was grouped with other community use which was too general and therefore cause for
concern.

Another school on this site would be welcome. There should be no issues for the Town
as long as the school maximum is the same or less than the size of the old Linbrook
school population.  There concern seems ludicrous and many parents may have children
at both St Mildred's and a boys only school in any case.

We are wholeheartedly in favour of an independent boys school on the site of the
former Linbrook school.  They would most likely incorporate the original school
house into the design and we would then get back another small, local school that
many of the children could walk to.
The thought of another half dozen large modern homes on that beautiful site is very
disheartening.  Exactly what we thought would happen.  No green spaces, no
neighborhood park, just more monster homes in the neighborhood.  What a lovely
complement a new school would be.



XXXXX (2 emails)
It has always seemed like a foregone conclusion that the Town of Oakville would
offer up that land to a developer and we would have more monster homes built.  I
wholeheartedly endorse the Linbrook school site being kept as a parkland for
neighborhood children and would also be VERY interested in a private school being
developed on the site.  The "traffic" problem is a weak argument as there is
currently traffic at St. Mildred's and it was no different when students were being
bused to the old Linbrook school.  I strongly favour a local school that children
can walk to.  It was a very sad day when they closed these community schools.
Please no more monster homes.

I would prefer to see a school remain on that site rather than more housing. A school was there previously and the
traffic pattern would continue to be roughly the same as it was when Linbrook was open but perhaps even less if
the boys attending the school are from families who are already dropping sisters off at St. Mildred's.
I think it is a real shame that we (SE Oakville) have lost so many schools and community spaces for programs
(that could and would have been run out of these schools and the properties and playgrounds that go with them.
We don't need more houses - we need more places for children and families to enjoy programs and play inside
and outside.
Chisholm is another example of a property that should have remained as a small community centre site with
potential for daycare (both children and seniors), programs, branch library, gym and fitness programs, art and
community cooking and gardening programs. Our kids and seniors have nowhere to go in our neighbourhood.

THe proposal for an independent boys school is worth consideration since there isn't
one in Oakville and since many families have girls at SMLS and nowhere to send their
boys.  Oakville has more than enough residential properties.  Could the flow of
traffic from a new school be moved to Melvin St. instead of Linbrook?
It somewhat depends as well as to what is happening at the corner of Chartwell and
Maple and the traffic impact there.
I don't actually think a school would impact the traffic much on Linbrook since the
number of students is considerably less than when Linbrook was open and a large
portion of those cars would already be driving to SMLS anyway as they would likely
be the same families for a large part.

Anything to improve choice for Citizens. If the market wants another school let them try. The traffic argument
is surely moot because we had traffic before and it was manageable; staggered school start times would make it
even easier.

I like the proposal for using the school as a school.
I agree with vision for the redevelop of the property and keeping the character of
south east oakville as intact as possible. (especially as 2 other schools are going
and the hospital lands are in flux.) I think it would be better for the adjacent
properties.
If I understood the proposal correctly 2 high land value lots could be sold, with no
impact on the school to recover invested capital.
I think the town should consider either selling the rest, using it's zoning power,
and the sales document to ensure that it can only be a school.
What does town have to lose, if it works great, if it does not then houses can be
built any time.
The town needs to take the long view.
Once limited green space it developed it will be next to impossible to change back.
In short I was happy to hear a real vision for this space and would support the
plan.



I would like the town to pursue the independent school option. I feel it would keep the character of the heritage
building in a better way than a private home would be able to. I also feel that the traffic problems on Linbrook have
been completely addressed by the recent installation of sidewalks on Linbrook. I also recall that while my kids
were at Linbrook there were several families that had girls at St Mildred's and the sons at Linbrook. While I never
could grasp the logic of this I do believe that many of the boys that would attend an independent school on the
Linbrook site would be driven or bussed there with their sisters so the additional traffic would not be noticeable.
As an aside to traffic, sidewalks and child safety, I have recently had the pleasure of walking a grade 4 student to
EJ James and the child uses Sprucelea Drive. How absolutely terrifying to walk along that street with no
sidewalks and the school buses rolling at you. Anyway I am quite sure it would the "accidental" death of a child to
get sidewalks on that street so I won't whinge about that anymore.

I have been advised of the plan for a private school at the linbrook school bldg and
strongly support this option It would retain the heritage site as a school and
optimize use of the current bldg and grounds I live just off Morrison road and have
no concerns about the possible increase in traffic We have lived in the area for 15
yrs while linbrook was functional and it didn't cause concern Thanks for considering
my opinion.

I like the idea of an independent school for boys. I don’t favour the outdated model of sub-dividing and make it six
large lots.
I do favour a move towards more dense sub divisions such as luxury townhomes. We are losing schools in this
area because we don’t have enough lower priced housing, and I don’t mean cheap, just less than $1million.
Thanks for keeping us up o date.

I am in favour of maintaining a school at Linbrook, providing the open spaces and
architectural character are maintained.

Our vote is for the independent boys school:
- Oakville has lacked a boys specific school for many years. It's time we had the local option and I only
hope that it would be as internationally acclaimed and focused as St Mildred's.
- this space a school previously with a much higher attendance so why is there concern about the effect
on increased traffic in the area??
- both independent schools would be able to capitalize on the value of being in close proximity to each
other.
- we are tired of seeing public space and green space turned into multi million dollar mansions

We would like to see a boys school in the neighborhood. It is good for resale of our homes in this area, brings in
new buyers with students going to that school. There is not a boys school in the area. Would be a positive
addition to Oakville. When Linbrooke was in that location traffic was workable. Thank you for your time.

We are not opposed to Linbrook being used as a private school. I would be very interested to hear which school
it is though.

Thank you for your letter
I have an interest in two out of 6 homes on David avenue (one we live in and one as
an investment) and any proposal will have a direct impact on not only the quality of



life for my young family, but my entire families nest egg and future in the
neighbourhood.
I spent a considerable amount of money, time and effort building a home for my
family in order that i may raise my children (1,3 +4) on David avenue and build a
life in the community , directly abutting the proposed development.
I would need more information on the school proposal However, A high end private
boys school or a school for small children would be most welcome and have minimal
impact on the surrounding area As it had no adverse impact prior, when Linbrook
public school was located there.
I sure hope that this doesn't get railroaded through council without due
consideration of comments from those directly affected by this proposal Specifically
, those residents on David avenue , Linbrook and Copeland.

Thank you so much for sending out this note and choosing to discuss this issue with us.
XXXXX and I have felt so blessed living on this quiet little street for almost 20 years (wow...that sounds like an old
person talking!!!)
Having the school as our neighbor was a joy. It was truly a reason we choose this house, even though our boys
never went to Linbrook. They were wonderful neighbors. Of course it wasn’t perfect, nothing is, but we loved
hearing the recess bell and the kids screaming on their breaks. Traffic was always an issue, but I was part of the
problem too driving my boys to school.
Over the years I have noticed more and more kids walking to school and it is wonderful to see. Linbrook has
handled two schools adjacent to one another and I think they can do it again.
We would be thrilled to have Linbrook become an independent boys school. That is assuming it is for younger
kids and that the field is left alone and used as a park like it always was. I guess knowing what kind of school it is
would be important to know.
We have had building going on, on David for almost 6 years now. The trucks, noise and dust it a pain!!!! To think
of construction for another 5 years or so makes me sick! The homes don’t, it is the idea of construction. The cars
from the builders don’t even compare to the cars from the school. The school traffic didn’t last all day and it was
always quiet on the weekend.
Anyways, that is all that I can think of right now.
Again, many thanks for all of your hard work.

We are not in favor of more houses and would prefer it stay a park or private school.

I am in support of a school for boys.

I prefer a boys' school on the Linbrook site for the following reasons:
l. There is a tradition for a private school on this site. Since the attractive school building is still there it would be

a shame not to update it and use it for the purpose for which it was intended, respecting tradition in the process.
2. Private schools attract people who value education and whose students often become leaders in their chosen

fields. I would think these are the people any community would be proud to call their own.
3. The proposed boys' school would have only 1/3 the number of students that St. Mildred's had. Why then

the concern about traffic? Would this not be a significant improvement over St. Mildred's?
4. The goal to build 180 good citizens with potential leadership capacity far outweighs the benefit to Oakville that

6 more monster homes in S.E. Oakville would bring. And people visit and move to Oakville because of
prestigious schools. They do not come to see more monster homes which are adversely changing the nature of
our community.  Monster homes bring increased traffic and noise, during the building and afterwards with
increased visiting trades and visitors. Already we are seeing more traffic, more congestion and more noise from
infill building. Better to have an existing school that is not a going concern 24/7 and would leave more of the site
green. Boys need room to grow. Empty fields used to be where boys played and grew and dreamed. They are



nearly all gone and they are priceless. Today a price is put on everything and in the process we are losing more
than we are gaining. I repeat empty fields are priceless.

5. The town must revisit what it wants to be. Is the emphasis to be on quality or quantity? The only
justification for building 6 more monster homes would be a desire for more money from municipal taxes. This

would be the quantity argument; the boys' school is the quality argument.
My preference is for the boys’ school.

Thank you very much for the notice dropped off in my mail box. Members of my family and my self
prefer there will be another school instead of rezoning for residential lots on the above-mentioned site.
Kindly express our opinion to the Council.

I live at XXXX Linbrook Road and have received literature regarding the proposed
development of the former Linbrook School site.
For the record I would like it noted that my husband and I would prefer that the
site be used for the provision of a private boys school.
We feel that the community is well provided for in respect of a private girls'
school but lacking in a good private boys school. We have two sons ourselves and
would possibly be interested in this option at some point.
Having read the proposal put forward by Linbrook Boys School I am satisfied that any
traffic concerns would be addressed. I also feel that being as the school would be
relatively small this would not prove too much of a problem and no doubt some
families with daughters at St. Mildred's also have sons who could attend the boys
school, so would drop off simultaneously.
Please can you add my contact to your mailing list for future correspondence.

Hello,
In response to the subject below on future use of the Linbrook School site.
We are in favour of the renovation/independent primary boys school.

Dear Dani and CMGRA Board,
Our household has tried to stay as informed as possible with regards to the whole South East Oakville
Plan but more importantly with regards to Linbrook as it is in our immediate neighbourhood and will
impact us directly. Thank you and the Town for your efforts in keeping us informed.

I must say that the proposed independent school for boys for the Linbrook site was never made clear at
the town meetings which is why “independent use”, as the town had labelled it, didn’t get our support
at the first Open House meeting in the Kinsmen Room. However, in light of this new information, we
would strongly recommend the Town do everything in its power to seriously consider this option and
not assume the community is aware. After all, it is in keeping with the “Livable Town” concept they are
advertising. As for the traffic issue, which seems to be the one road block some council members bring
up, well....we live one block from Linbrook and St. Mildred’s and honestly 10-15 min. in the morning
and afternoon is a small price to pay for making our town "Livable”!!! Traffic has never been a great
concern for us on Chamberlain, Linbrook, Morrison, Chartwell, and Melvin. Furthermore, the Town has
just spent a lot of money adding a second sidewalk to and upgrading Linbrook Road which has made it
much safer. Lastly, as long as there will be cars, there will be traffic!! The benefits of keeping a school
on the Linbrook site far outweigh the disadvantages!!!



We would strongly support the proposed Independent School for Boys on the Linbrook Site.
I forgot to include that we have lived in the vicinity of Linbrook and St. Mildred’s for 24 years

As longtime residents of Oakville, my husband and I think that a private boys'
school on the Linbrook site is an excellent idea.  We've always wondered why there
is a private school for girls but not one for boys.  It is absolutely perfect to
have them across the street from each other since the the brothers may now attend
the new school.  Very efficient!

I am not against a private boys school...I think it might provide more play space for the children of the community.
As well as other benefits to the community.

I prefer to see the boys’ school option vigorously considered.

I believe the community would be well served by a private boys school on that site.
When my son was younger, I would have appreciated having an all boys school as an
option for him.
Since the site handled the traffic that was involved in having a public school in
the same location, there shouldn't be much of an issue with a private school's
traffic, especially if they are willing to work with St. Mildred's in regards to
shared bussing and/or staggered start and end times.

Please accept this email as a letter in support of the proposal to use the Linbrook
school property for a new all boys, JK-Gr 8 private school. We have been living on
Copeland Court for the past 10 years and have had children attend Linbrook and St.
Mildred's schools. The two schools co-existed well. Our experience to date has
been that St. Mildred's has been very supportive of allowing it's property to be
shared with the community and would fully anticipate and expect that the same could
be expected of a new private school. As an example, our daughters have been able to
attend a soccer training school that operates on the St. Mildred's grounds and in
the winter, the back part of the grounds served as a lovely and safe spot to
toboggan. Being able to safely walk to high quality schools and to have locally
accessible green space is one of the reasons our family moved to Oakville and
specifically this area of Oakville. With the recent closing of local schools and
the pending closure of the hospital many plans for using the lands for low to medium
density housing have surfaced. While we respect the value of housing development in
the area, we are concerned about the loss of usable green space, which once gone
cannot be replaced. We understand that any decision to use the school and hospital
lands must consider what is fiscally responsible for Oakville in it's entirety but
we trust that fiscal responsibility is not the only value citizens of Oakville
cherish. Certainly it was not the only value we considered when moving here from
Toronto.
Thank you for your due consideration of this request.

I prefer retaining this site as a school and support he proposed independent Boys school.

Hi,
I’m writing in support of the proposal for a not-for-profit boys school.



We moved to Oakville because of the many options for educating our children, particularly private schools.
However, as a parent who recently visited and researched many schools in Oakville, I was not satisfied with the
choices. We find many private schools are focused on profitability and students’ best interests are not always the
top priority. In public and catholic schools, larger class sizes often make it difficult for students to get a
differentiated learning program to suit their specific needs and learning style. And most important, the
opportunities for all-boys learning are limited. As a result, we feel a not-for-profit boys school would fill the
large gap which currently exists in educating our boys in Oakville.
Some key benefits in support of a not-for-profit boys school:

- Small class sizes allow for students to get more individual attention
- Differentiated teaching provides in-depth learning opportunities for students who excel without

compromising those at or below grade level
- Extra support can be offered to students below grade level
- Parents often make up the board and have input on school spending & policies
- Student needs and interests are considered first and foremost
- Several studies show that single-sex schools result in higher academic achievement than co-ed schools
- Teaching methods can be tailored to be specific to how boys learn best
- All-boys school encourages well-rounded students where boys are more willing to participate in subjects

that could traditionally be considered less masculine, such as art, music and languages
- High-quality boys school would attract more families to Oakville
- Facilities could be shared with the community
- Toronto School Board has embraced the overwhelming research supporting single-sex learning and is

forging ahead with their plans for an all-boys school (see articles below)
- Oakville can be at the forefront of this shift in education by supporting the proposal for an all-boys

school
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/toronto-board-pushes-for-boy-friendly-school/article1203790/
http://www.magazine.utoronto.ca/feature/chris-spence-toronto-board-of-education-africentric-schools/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/all-boys-schools-foster-achievement-culture/article4326150/
With the benefits for an all-boys school being numerous, the only question is where the school should be
located. I feel the proposal to use the Linbrook location as an all-boys school would be ideal. It could offer many
additional benefits such as:

- Putting the all-boys school at a location already designated as a school is least disruptive to neighbours. A
proposal to put a school at a location which is not currently a school would be more difficult for
surrounding residents to accept. In this instance, this location was already a school and would simply
remain as such.

- Preserving the heritage of Linbrook school would be most feasible with this proposal as it would continue
to be used as a school. Other development proposals may disrupt the look and heritage of Linbrook
school.

- Providing the option to share bussing with St. Mildred’s (decreasing number of buses otherwise riding
along Oakville’s streets if the school were at another location)

- Expanding the event parking for both the Linbrook all-boys school and St. Mildred’s all-girls school
(without imposing on the surrounding residents) by coordinating events on alternate days and sharing
their parking lots

- Reducing the extra Oakville traffic created by parents who have children of both genders and make two
drop offs. For example, currently we’d add to the traffic at Rotherglen (Upper Middle & Neyagawa) as
well St. Mildred’s.

- Allowing the surrounding community access to the green space the school yard currently provides.
Competing proposals might fill the green space with additional roads and houses.

As I mentioned, the support for this proposal is overwhelming. As a resident of your area, I’d like to know your
position on this issue and specifically whether you plan to support this initiative.
Thanks in advance for your time.



Here are our 2 cents on the Linbrook Site:
 When Linbrook was being used as the French Immersion school for Southwest Oakville, it had a larger

enrollment then is being proposed by the people seeking to create another independent school there.
We see no problem with increased traffic. If that is truly a concern from the city, during negotiations it
should set out that some sort of traffic plan (for dropping off and picking up students specifically) so as
not to impact the surrounding neighbours.

 We would much prefer to see the school left as is – or at least the exterior – versus having 6 more
“McMansions” built. In our opinion, there are way too many huge houses being constructed in this area
and we would like to see it scaled back.

To the Association:
My wife and I have lived on Chamberlain Lane drive for 9 + years and are just around the corner from the school.
We strongly support the site to be turned into a private school for boys rather than a residential site. The
benefits are as follows;

 The original building would be preserved to a much greater extent if used as part of the school.
 There would be greater green space remaining.
 This would be an attractive feature for current and future residents who have daughters at St. Mildreds

and could send their sons to a school right across the street.
 This would in our view attract more young families to our neighborhood and hence enhance the value of

the neighboring residential properties to a much greater extent than adding more residential homes and
reducing green space.

In addition Amber Way, the principle behind the boys school proposal, is an excellent educator who we have had
firsthand experience with as she taught our younger daughter several years ago at a special education school
called TEAM for children with learning disabilities. The school would be in great hands if led by Amber!
We are not concerned about traffic as this school will have many fewer students then when it was being used as
a French immersion school a few years ago.

re this property, ---all my children went to Linbrook and I always loved its old-time, charming look. I believe we
have enough monster homes in this neighbourhood already, and truly don't need any more----on the other hand, a
boy's school would seem a little more interesting by far, and so would a small wood lot or park. I hope this latter
plan will go through.

thank you for keeping us all informed on things happening in our neighbourhood !
We have been away and are trying to catch up.
Deciding on what to do with the Linbrook School Property is difficult. However as residents in this area for nearly
30 years, and having watched our kids grow up and then our grandsons grow out of the need for Linbrook School,
into OTHS, I would like to see the option for the Private School for Boys (or Co-ed) to be put in place.
I see the housing sales in my immediate neighbourhood of Cleaver- Cairncroft going to families with young
children and think that this trend will continue until "old timers" like us will be gone. School
properties, especially those that can be walked to, will be very much needed.
Hope this helps in your polling of neighbourhood views.

I would like to express my views on the proposal for development of the Linbrook
School site.
My preference would be for the site to remain as a school property and therefore
support the proposal that has been submitted for an independent boys school.
I specifically do not support the proposal to build homes on this property.
This property is very close to my home at XXXX Carey Road.



My name is XXXXXX and myself, my husband and my two children, XXXX (6) and XXX (4), are
residents in the Chartwell-Maple Grove area. We live on Melvin Avenue; our property backing directly
onto the beautiful wooded lands in question. Although we have been reassured that the trees
(greenspace) will remain regardless of which project is carried out, as a family with young children, a
girl that currently attends St. Mildred's Lightbourn School and a boy, who we would love to send to a
similar school environment as SMLS, our first choice is to welcome the all boys independent school. We
strongly feel that it would be a great asset to the growing community of young families (with boys),
moving into the surrounding area. As a result I believe that many of the parents dropping girls off at
SMLS would also conveniently drop off their boys (if the school were approved); therefore, I do not
think additional traffic will be an issue. It would more than likely be the same amount of cars, just doing
multiple drops offs. Also, I know for a fact that SMLS is willing to co-ordinate entrance and dismissal
times with the all boys school, so to avoid any extra traffic. I look forward to hopefully having an all
boys school of SMLS' caliber in my neighbourhood.

I wanted to write to you in support of the proposed boys school site at Linbrook school. My daughter goes to St.
Mildred’s and I have wished for many years for a non profit boys school that could offer the same type of
education that SMLS has given to my daughter. I have 2 boys and can’t tell you how excited I am at the prospect
of not only introducing a new non profit boys school to south east Oakville, but having it directly across the street
from SMLS. There are so many families of girls at SMLS who don’t know what to do about their boys, and I feel
that this new school will provide us with an excellent solution.
I know there might be concerns about traffic, but there are certainly ways around that. Linbrook has been
around for so many years, and I know the two schools could easily work together to make this work.
Please know I am in full support of the school and hope you can support the school intentions.

I am writing on behalf of my parents, who live at xxx David Ave and have done so for nearly 46 years.
They have asked me to forward to you their opinions on the proposed plans for the Linbrook School property.
Mr. and Mrs. xxxxx fully support the plan for a private boy’s school on the Linbrook School property.
They believe that the design would enhance the neighbourhood and the fact that there is a school there already
is a plus.
They feel that the traffic issues resulting from St. Mildred’s Lightbourn School are no longer a problem since they
have improved their traffic flow and control.
Another plus for the new school is that they will be working on traffic issues in conjunction with St. Mildred’s
Lightbourn School.
Mr. and Mrs. xxxxxx like the fact that the school and property will be open for public use. Now that the weather
is improving the community will be using the grounds for family time.
Mr. and Mrs. xxxx are against the proposed housing development and believe that it will drive down property
values in the area. They do not want to look upon the sides of houses from their living room. The area can’t
support this type of housing development.

As a resident of the neighbourhood, I'm writing to express my support of this new
school initiative. It makes logical sense to keep that property a school, with the
amazing woodlot and play area. Add to that the common complaint from many friends of
mine who state there is no such educational option for their sons.  My husband
attended an all-boys school in Toronto and we are firm believers in gender specific
education.
As parents of a St. Mildred's-Lightbourn School student, my husband and I believe
the establishment of a not for profit all-boys' school will only serve to make our
community more desirable than it is.



I'm open to the idea of another school on the site.

We're in favour of an all boys independent school proposed on the Linbrook site.
With regards to the traffic flow building new houses & having construction vehicles
will be far worse than a school. When Linbrook school was in operation we didn't
have any issues with the flow of traffic.  The times were staggered with St.
Mildred's and the traffic guards helped as well.

I am in receipt of your proposal document regarding the boys' school for the Linbrook school site. I would like to
forward my comments to all of the above individuals prior to your April 8th meeting. I live on Morrison Heights
Drive and am concerned with the early morning and late afternoon traffic on our street from those drivers
wanting to avoid the congested Morrison and Linbrook 4 way stop. Cars drive quickly on our street, where many
girls are walking to SMLS. Our street does not have any sidewalks and this has become an unsafe situation for
our girls. My concern with having a boys' school at the Linbrook site, is that the road traffic will increase such
that the safety of our boys and girls will be further jeopardized. I am wondering if new traffic regulations will be
in place to accommodate for this. Perhaps a "no through traffic between 7-9am" sign that could be enforced? I
walk my girls to SMLS everyday and this increase flow in car traffic has become concerning, a situation which will
be worsened with the addition of more students.
My daughters currently attend SMLS and I am in favour of opening a boys' school at the Linbrook site. It would
certainly be convenient for many parents of both girls and boys. Morrison Hts

I have recently seen the Town of Oakville plans for this site and disagree that private family dwellings are the
right use for this site.
I have been made aware of the Linbrook Boys School proposal and fully support and endorse that alternative
proposal.

A school has been on the site for over 80 years and it’s a landmark and should be maintained as an educational
facility.
I understand that portions of the current building have an official historical designation which will be
incorporated into the new school.
There are green spaces, wonderful play yards, and a wood lot and I understand the school proposal maintains
these features and offers them as community space which can only be a good thing in these days of over
development.
I believe a private boys school would do much for the areas education alternatives.
Whilst I have two daughters who attended SMLS ………………..and who have now gone on to OTHS and Etobicoke
School of the Arts………………I fully believe and know from friends and neighbours that a local boys alternative
would be well received in the community.

We suggest that the educational and community contributions that the Linbrook Boys’ School can make are more
closely aligned to the Mission than the development of 6 residential properties.
As we read the Planning Services Department’s recommendations with respect to Linbrook we note that
“(p)eople indicated...most commonly, that it should be a town operated facility and/or park”. We also note and
disagree with the conclusion “...private community use (such as a private school) ...would not provide access to
the open space”. We point out that SMLS’s facilities and grounds, which are funded by parents such as
ourselves, are used by the broader community outside of school hours in a fashion similar to the Town’s parks



and community centres. As Mrs. Byers notes below, SMLS makes its facilities available to charity events such as
Home Suite Hope’s Empty Bowls landmark event which you may very well have attended along with hundreds of
other Oakville residents (http://www.insidehalton.com/community/community/article/1520461) allowing this
charity to raise $100,000 for their important community programs. Not only does SMLS provide the facilities, but
the school’s involvement causes SMLS families such as ourselves to become actively involved with the charity as
a volunteer and a financial donor. While we understand that Mrs. Way’s proposal is in very early stages, why has
the Town assumed that the Linbrook Boy’s School and its school community won’t be similarly involved with
other charities or similar events??? Aren’t these contributions more valuable to the Oakville community than the
land sale proceeds and tax dollars??
The closure of Linbrook school took away a playground that was a favourite of our children. Hopefully a Linbrook
Boys’ School could revive that. Odds are that the future homeowners of the 6 proposed private residences
proposed for the Linbrook property would not be opening up their backyards, kitchens and theatre rooms to the
local community.
The public consultation process has expressed a concern about traffic. As neighbours with school aged children,
we to share these concerns. That being said, Mrs. Byers and Mrs. Way have noted a willingness to work together
to address these concerns and as Mrs. Way notes, her plans are for a much smaller school than previously
occupied the site for many years. We ask you to not jump to the conclusion that there are not ways to address
these concerns – give these organizations a chance do so! We also note that Linbrook Road is a public transit
route with regular Oakville bus service and ask whether Oakville Transit should also be involved in addressing the
resident’s concerns.
We note that there is large lot in the close vicinity (Linbrook and Chartwell) undergoing a very slow development
process and suggest that there is no need to rush another 6 lots to market as we crawl out of this economic
downturn. In fact, if the Town were slow the process down to meaningfully evaluate the Linbrook Boy school
option, and still conclude that residential development is the best way forward, there is a chance that proceeds
could be greater as the competing inventory is removed from the market.
In closing, we ask that you give Mrs. Way’s proposal serious consideration. It is not clear to us what the rush is to
come to a conclusion on this matter in such a short timeframe and suggest that more time may be required for
the Town to further evaluate the Linbrook Boy’s School proposal.

I am writing about this subject as I am a close neighbours to the proposed sight of
a not-for-profit- boys school.  There has been much said for and against the project
but as a tax payer in the area I would like to have my voice heard.

There are several things that should be clarified to the above committee and
also explained by the City itself.
1.  The proposed boys only school I believe is supposed to educate 200 or less boys.
Who and where does the 400 plus students come from?
2.  Those neighbours who are opposed due to the traffic.  How many are there against
the school compared with how many people for for the development?  Do we know how
many families, who already have daughters in St Mildred's, also have sons they would
send to this new school?  There would be no increase in the traffic by the second
group of parents as their daughters would be dropped off by the same means across
the street.
3.  The people opposed to having the school where there was one.  Are these people
new to the area?   Are the people who bought properties when the school was active
still in favour of the school being active?  This population would be a litmus test
group. If people bought when there was a school there and they would prefer in
keeping a school there then I would suggest that it shows there isn't a large
perceived problem amongst the well established neighbourhood.
4.  Have neighbours been shown what the new school would look like?  If there are
plans to make it aesthetically more pleasing would this not change the view point of
the opposing neighbours?
5.  Lastly why does the school property have to be sold at full retail property
price?  If the property has a school on it the property value is not the same as if



it had for profit built homes by a builder.  Is the City primary concern with making
profit than maintaining the present make up of the neighbourhood?  When most people
bought into this neighbourhood there was a school there.  The neighbour hood fought
to have the school maintained.  It is my understanding that the decision to close
Linbrook was at a Halton Regional level and not an East end Oakville decision.

I am a few of our neighbours have discussed the matter.  None of us were opposed
to the school REOPENING (being built where there was one already).  In my families
case we certainly would like to be abel to send my son to this school.  His older
sister goes to St. Mildred's and this would actually allow them to walk each other
to school and thereby decreasing one vehicle that would drive along other roads in
the loacl area.  One of the reason's people have moved, and continue to move, to
this area is for the small private schools.  Renovating and opening a niche school
would only add to the uniqueness of this area in Oakville.

I may not be able to attend the Monday evening meeting but I wish to have it put
my opinion forward as a local resident and taxpayer.


